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Reducing Risk Through Good Collections Management
Part 2

In order to reduce risks to your Museum's collection the following elements must be part of your daily operations.
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There are nine major elements of successful collections management in museums and all of these elements should be
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 Use exhibit furniture and materials that are safe for your collection items

Security
Traditional wooden exhibit cases, particularly oak, are generally used in museums because they look nice.
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Plexiglas vitrines.

Be familiar with and use the Ten Agents of Deterioration to evaluate your collection. These ten agents directly affect
Fabrics used in exhibition cases should be inert and un-dyed: polyester, cotton, linen, or a polyester-cotton
museum collections and mitigating them is the job of the entire staff of the Museum, particularly in a smaller
blend. If you must use a colored fabric for esthetic reasons, test it for color fastness before using it. You do
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not want your exhibit fabric to bleed onto your objects if the humidity rises or there is a water incident.

The Ten Agents of Deterioration are:
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Risk Assessment Tools
Risk Assessment Tools
“Framework for Preservation” Charlie Costain, Sept. 1, 1994, http://www.cci-icc.gc.ca/discovercci-decouvriricc/preventive/15eng.aspx. for Preservation” Charlie Costain, Sept. 1, 1994, http://www.cci-icc.gc.ca/discovercci-decouvriricc/preventive/15“Framework
eng.aspx.
Robert Waller, “Risk Management Applied in Preventive Conservation” in Storage of Natural History Collections: A
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and ISBN-13: 978-0963547613), pp. 22-27; also at http://www.museum-sos.org/docs/WallerSPNHC1995.pdf
Preventive Approach, Society for the Preservation of Natural History Collections, December 1995, ( ISBN-10: 0963547615
and ISBN-13: 978-0963547613), pp. 22-27; also at http://www.museum-sos.org/docs/WallerSPNHC1995.pdf
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